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created this Love Island-themed lesson in order to engage.
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Students write fortunes on their paper fortune teller and use it to predict their classmates' future.
origami fortune teller template Y7. ppt.. My Year 5 and 6 love using origami in different ways for. I
created this Love Island-themed lesson in order to engage.
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Insert the piece of cloth origami fortune teller lesson efl the hole password is correct if.
Feb 12, 2016. Did you ever make one of those origami fortune tellers when you were a TEEN?
They were pretty cool. Anyway, I've just planned a lesson on . Jul 10, 2014. … here's a great
printable game from Hugo to go with the Come on, Come on lesson! Here's.. The 2nd TEEN
opens the origami and the first TEEN says what they can do.. 36 Responses to “Genki Origami

Fortune Teller Game”. .. My Best ESL Lesson Plans · Top Discipline Tips · Curing Shyness ·
Double Your . May 29, 2013. Making a cootie catcher or a fortune teller can be a fun activity for
an EFL class to have tons of old worksheets, lesson plans and memos that are begging to be
recycled?)!. . I also suggest that you go around as they are folding to be sure everyone is on
task.. Get MOVING in EFL (aka YAY for TPR).
Students write fortunes on their paper fortune teller and use it to predict their classmates' future.
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Arts and crafts: The fantastic fortune teller game : Lesson plan. The fortune teller helps with the
teaching of animal names and numbers - a great game for TEENren. 12-2-2016 · Did you ever
make one of those origami fortune tellers when you were a TEEN? They were pretty cool.
Anyway, I’ve just planned a lesson on shapes with my.
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18-7-2015 · Ingevoegde video · Using a Fortune Teller in ESL or Foreign Language. English
Lesson - The Fortune Teller. Origami Fortune Teller - Duration:. Students write fortunes on their
paper fortune teller and use it to predict their classmates' future. This lesson , suitable for pre
feedback on what futures people were told and ask ‘Who was the best fortune teller ?'.
Customers and fortune tellers swap roles and.
This lesson, suitable for pre-intermediate students, follows on from. Elicit what kind of topics you
might ask about at the fortune teller (e.g. work, school, love, . Jul 10, 2014. … here's a great
printable game from Hugo to go with the Come on, Come on lesson! Here's.. The 2nd TEEN
opens the origami and the first TEEN says what they can do.. 36 Responses to “Genki Origami
Fortune Teller Game”. .. My Best ESL Lesson Plans · Top Discipline Tips · Curing Shyness ·
Double Your . May 29, 2013. Making a cootie catcher or a fortune teller can be a fun activity for
an EFL class to have tons of old worksheets, lesson plans and memos that are begging to be
recycled?)!. . I also suggest that you go around as they are folding to be sure everyone is on
task.. Get MOVING in EFL (aka YAY for TPR).
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The fortune teller helps with the teaching of animal names and numbers. Follow these simple.
Arts and crafts: The fantastic fortune teller game: Lesson plan. Feb 11, 2013. Skip to content.
ESL games and activities for adults. Print and cut up some fortune-telling runes (clipart icons do
the trick). You will need at. Try to elicit examples of events which a fortune teller might predict, for
example:.
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fortune teller origami that you. I was just thinking of how to use fortune teller to help teach my ESL
this idea into your lesson.
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This lesson, suitable for pre-intermediate students, follows on from. Elicit what kind of topics you
might ask about at the fortune teller (e.g. work, school, love, . Feb 12, 2016. Did you ever make
one of those origami fortune tellers when you were a TEEN? They were pretty cool. Anyway, I've
just planned a lesson on .
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